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yet, no one bothers to program these amazing capabilities into their consoles. and that's why they
have been discarded for the last decade. ( can you imagine the screams of outrage? yep, they just
whined to john carmack and matt skilton about having to write drivers from scratch. ) but, as i've
said, you can use it for anything you want, and while they sold three different sizes of the same

cartridge, they all performed exactly the same. even by loading it with the motherboards bios. also,
if you grabbed an unmodified console and asked one of the guys how to do this, they'd likely just

laugh at you. no one really knows how the console works. so, again, something that they want us to
think is mysterious isn't, it's a combination of engineers sitting on the couch smoking and laughing

at your email asking for help. so when you get your ps3, just use the program. or, if the console
doesn't allow you to load images from software, just load the rfxpress iso and you're set. they'll

probably just laugh, but hey, at least you're not making dumb fanware. now, don't want to get too
ahead of ourselves. we haven't even played with the image yet, so let's go over a few examples of
what you can load and how the program works. remember, this is the one way to get games and
demos from the ps3. you won't be able to boot the console or the drive, only the software. also, if

you think you know it all, you've either never done this or are just a troll, probably. ( let's just hope
you get lucky and surprise me ) cd/dvd generator is designed to go from image to your disc. you'll
need to generate an.iso for the disc. this is done from the second tab, which allows you to either

enter a disc image from a file or just drag and drop from your hard drive. i'll explain the process of
creating an iso image from a disc in the next topic. i'll start out with a more simple game, as there's
less to go into. choose any game that's already on the disc. if you're planning on going with a long
game, like the big collections, choose one that's not too long. stays under a half hour should work

fine. selecting the disc from the drop down menu, the project will generate a.mcd and a.cdr file. click
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on the tab labeled edit, and you'll be taken to a screen showing your disc. you'll need to create a
new folder, as you'll be writing to it. this is where you make the iso. once the video and audio are

done, click on the title box and choose where you want the video and audio to be played. since the
mp3 audio comes first in the disc, i recommend moving it to somewhere convenient so you can drag

and drop the video. click ok on this screen and you'll be taken to the new folder page. name the
folder the same as what the disc you chose is called. next, you'll need to create your iso. the text

should look like this: copy the file to the folder you created above, and drag and drop the cue folder
into it. there you go. you have an iso! you'll want to place it inside the cd/dvd folder for your game so

that it'll load into gh2.
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this software uses a general pll (gpl) to build a baseband signal. this baseband signal is then
synthesized by a number of digital algorithms, such as the rf signal generator and the if signal
generator. then, the resulting rf signal and if signal are converted to an analog signal using the

(passive or active) mixer. the user can also change all the parameters according to their needs at
any time. with the frequency selected, the user can then adjust the parameters to create, for

example, a video baseband signal. then, the user can add the necessary if and rf signals and adjust
them to create a complete digital signal. finally, the user can pass the digital signal through the awg

which generates an output signal that can be converted to an analog signal. because of all the
features that make up the software, emotiva decided that they had to make a separate user manual

to provide all the details. the user manual is only available in english, japanese, and spanish.
however, this software is fully functional in all other languages. we have provided the user manual in
both japanese and english (pdf) for your use at no charge. in the beginning of 2000 sony released a
small bundle (known as europe 1 kit ) to european markets. it was the same disc as the linux kit and

the only difference was the vga adapter. the latter had a weird plug (the cord was covered with a
plastic housing). this bundle contained mostly reference documents, an interface card and a

compact flash card to create a backup. the kit did not have any mouse/keyboard bundled with it.
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